cLc Best Practice Examples

Removing barriers and creating new opportunities for learning
The Teacher as Sole Knowledge Provider
When students have access to vast quantities of information at their fingertips they need to
be educated to be critical consumers of knowledge. The teacher can no longer present
limited views of the world and how it works. Students need access to levels of expertise
previously seldom seen in the classroom and skills to critically analyse the information they
are presented with. By opening up the world of industry, inviting parents and the community
to take part and extending learning outside of familiar territories, the learners experience is
immediately enhanced. Using learning partners, for example, parents, industry experts or
other schools from around the world, teachers are able to extend the learning opportunities
beyond their own specialism and invite the experts to set projects and give new dimensions
on particular learning objectives. This expertise can be shared across schools. The following
ideas and examples show how the UniServity cLc helps support this approach:
The benefits of using experts to supplement teaching :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Giving students access to experts other than the teacher through the use of
forums, custom pages, blogs and extended communities
Giving students editorial rights or ownership of their own communities
Encouraging students as experts. Giving them access to communities where they
can share their own expertise.
Sharing expertise across classes or federations of schools (See Holocaust Project
Section 2)
Creating user accounts for experts and significant learning partners (E.g 14-19
work experience employers)
Tapping into the expertise within the existing school community. E.g parents,
advisors, governors, librarians. (See Section 1 – Parents as Partners in Learning)
Setting permissions for students to view and publish to each others ePortfolios
Peer mentoring. E.g transition units
Vertical collaboration within and across schools.
Teachers sharing skills and expertise.

Co-construction
•
•
•

Creating opportunities for students to construct their own learning.
Offering students space to publish, share ideas and pursue lines of enquiry
Using ePortfolios as collaborative desktops
Students at West Island School, Hong Kong
teaching UK students Mandarin. Many of the
schools involved in this project did not have
Chinese Departments so all of the learning was
informal and its success is in part attributed to
the fact that the language development was
based upon what students needed and wanted
to learn rather than an enforced curriculum.
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The Teacher as Sole Knowledge Provider
The Elmbridge 14-19
Consortium uses the
cLc to create an
extended community of
seven schools and
colleges to meet the
needs of Elmbridge 1419 learners more
effectively.

A student used his ePortfolio to
record his work experience
placement. His employers were
given usernames and log-in
details so that they could
contribute to his work experience
blog by offering feedback and
support and supplying his
teachers in school with evidence
of his achievements. All students
involved had access to each
others blogs and were
encouraged to support each
other.

In this example, students
have been given access to a
Dr of Law who is debating
legal scenarios and points of
law.
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The Teacher as Sole Knowledge Provider
Year 5 students at this school were
connected to an architect and
Commercial Interior designer to
support their work in art, design
and technology and IT. Time is no
longer a barrier as the
professionals can work both
synchronously and asynchronously
at times to suit all participants. The
professionals were given editing
rights to the ‘Design for Living’
community.

They supported the teachers in
setting a design brief and used
forums to help the children to solve
problems. The experts acted as
both client and mentor offering
support and assessments of the
children’s work.
Custom pages were added to
share details of buildings which
might influence the children’s
designs. The two professionals
used custom pages to model the
creative process using buildings
they had designed themselves.
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The Teacher as Sole Knowledge Provider
In this example, some Year 3
students were given access to a wide
range of experts to support their
writing. They had to apply for a range
of jobs, seek help in solving crimes
and consider the work that each
professional did. Later in the project
they also had help from a forensics
expert.

Staff at St Nicolas Junior School have been making use of the expertise that exists in their
parent community. This parent, a marine biologist and conservationist, answered pupils’
questions, such as “Do sharks eat dolphins?”
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